Margot:

FYI, per our discussion. Graph is a substitute for existing graph in old Chapter 2 in the Electricity section.

Charlie
Infrastructure.

Cheers,
Paula

---Original Message---
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2001 11:58 AM
To: Scalingi, Paula
Subject: RE: NEP goals

Paula,

Margot

All,

Who can meet on Friday afternoon?

Margot

---Original Message---
From: Scalingi, Paula
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2001 11:54 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NEP goals

Margot,

Hi. I'm back.
I think so.

-----Original Message-----
From: Margot Ander son at HQ-EXCH at X400PO
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 9:03 AM
To: Kydes, Andy; Christopher Freitas at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; Doug las Carter at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; William Breed at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; Barry McNUTT at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; Joseph Kelli her at HQ-EXCH at X400PO
Subject: F-W: Questions for Infrastructure chapter (Joe, FE, PO, EIA)

Please call if you have questions. 6-2589

Margot

-----Original Message-----
From: Charles_M_Smith@ovp.eop.gov%internet [mailto:Charles_M_Smith@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 8:24 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Anderson, Margot; Michelle Poche@OST.DOT.Gov%internet; William bettenberg@ios.doi.gov%internet; Tom_fulton@ios.doi.gov%internet; Kjersten_drager@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Andrew_D_Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Karen_Y_Knuison@ovp.eop.gov%internet
Cc: Kjersten_drager@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Andrew_D_Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Karen_Y_Knuison@ovp.eop.gov%internet
Subject: Questions for Infrastructure chapter
Williams, Ronald L

From: Charles_M_Smith@ovp.eop.gov\internet [Charles_M_Smith@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 08, 2001 1:23 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE:

Margot:

Charlie
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From: Kelliher, Joseph  
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 10:21 AM  
To: Anderson, Margot  
Subject: FW: Questions for Infrastructure chapter

---Original Message---
From: Charles_M_Smith@ovp.eop.gov\internet
[mailto:Charles_M_Smith@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 8:24 AM  
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Anderson, Margot; Michelle.Puche@OST.DOT.Gov\internet; William_bettenberg@ios.doi.gov\internet; Tom_fulton@ios.doi.gov\internet; Kjersten_drager@ovp.eop.gov\internet; 
Cc: Kjersten_drager@ovp.eop.gov\internet; Andrew_D_Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov\internet; Karen_Y_Knutson@ovp.eop.gov\internet; 
Subject: Questions for Infrastructure chapter
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Margot - when you get a chance can you let me know who from DOE will be attending the DOE peer review meeting on Tuesday? If there is anyone other than you and Joe we'll need to get their full names, SSN's and DOB's so they can be waived in.

Thanks so much, Kjersten
From: Kjersten_S.Drager@ovp.eop.gov
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 10:56 AM
To: McSarrow, Kyle; Anderson, Margot; Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: Karen.Y.Knuston@ovp.eop.gov; Andrew.D.Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov; Charles_M.Smith@ovp.eop.gov
Subject: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...

(See attached file: Chapter Five Assignments.doc)
(See attached file: CHAPTER 5 - original.doc)

Thanks so much! -Kjersten
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We are supposed to start working on policy options today. I have not yet been summoned, but patiently await.

-----Original Message-----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 10:48 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: Questions for Infrastructure chapter

Joe,

I tasked out the rest so we are okay. If you could handle the policy requests, that would be great.

Margot

-----Original Message-----
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2001 10:21 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: FW: Questions for Infrastructure chapter
Subject: RE: talking points

will you guys please look at these and comment asap - I can't possibly come up with a conclusion. thanks, Karen

-----Original Message-----
From: Karen Y. Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%internet
[mailto:Karen Y. Knutson@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2001 3:56 PM
To: McSlarrow, Kyle; Anderson, Margot
Subject: talking points
From: Michael York
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2001 5:22 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Sullivan, John; Haspel, Abe; Jeffery, Nancy; Garland, Buddy
Subject: Revised EERE Policy Options

Attached is a revised set of policy options. These would replace the options sent to you by Mary Beth Zimmerman this morning. Thanks!
Just a reminder - if you have updated/revised chapters, please get them to me by 2:00 PM today. We need to put together material for the Principals Meeting this afternoon and get a completed package into the hands of the Vice President NLT 4:00 PM.

I need to know soonest if you are or are not going to provide an update.

Thanks

Charlie
Just a reminder, and as previously announced - the NEPD Working Group Meeting that was scheduled to be held today at 3:00 PM will be held on Monday, March 12, 2001, at 11:00 AM immediately following the Principals Meeting.
From: Kjersten_S._Drager@ovp.eop.gov%internet [Kjersten_S._Drager@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 08, 2001 2:59 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: DOE Peer Review Meeting on 3/13 @ 4:00 p.m.

Margot (when you get a chance can you let me know who from DOE will be attending the DOE peer review meeting on Tuesday? If there is anyone other than you and Joe we'll need to get their full names, SS#s and DOB's so they can be waived in.)

Thanks so much, Kjersten
Margot:

That might be useful to hear.

Charlie
To: Kjersten, Margot

From: Martin

Subject: RE: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...

Per your request...here are the chapters you need for "fact checks". Thank you, Kjersten

To: Kjersten, Margot

Cc: Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP, Andrew D. Lundquist/OVP/EOP, Charles M. Smith/OVP/EOP

Subject: RE: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...

Kjersten.

-----Original Message-----
From: Kjersten, Margot

To: McClarow, Kyle; Anderson, Margot; Kellih, Joseph
Cc: Karen Y. Knutson/OVP/EOP; Andrew D. Lundquist/OVP/EOP; Charles M. Smith/OVP/EOP

Subject: Info. Needed for Chapter 5 by 3:00 TODAY...

(See attached file: Chapter Five Assignments.doc)

(See attached file: CHAPTER 5 - original.doc)
Thanks so much! -Kjerslen